A 910MHz Injection Locked BFSK Transceiver for Wireless Body Sensor Network Using Colpitts Oscillator
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Abstract:

A 910MHz high efficiency RF transceiver for Wireless Body Area Network in medical application is presented in this paper. High energy efficiency transmitter and receiver architectures are proposed. In wireless body sensor network, the transmitter must have higher efficiency compared with the receiver because a large amount of data is sent from sensor node to receiver of the base station and smaller amount of data is received. Using colpitts oscillator in the proposed transceiver with injection-lock technique, the efficiency of transmitter and receiver has been improved. The designed transceiver consumes 1 mW at -6 dBm output with 5 Mbps data rate. Energy consumption of transmitter and receiver are 864 pJ/(bit×mW) and 114 pJ/bit, respectively. The proposed transmitter was designed in 0.18 µm RFCMOS technology.
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1. Introduction

Wireless body sensor network (WBSN) provides wireless connectivity among sensors used for the exhibition of vital signals of body and personal serves. Personal computer, cell phone, wireless local area network (WLAN), and internet network are personal serves used to connect with medical center and WBSN. Vital signal monitoring, diagnose assistant and the drug delivery are medical application of WBSN [1-4]. Fig.1 illustrates a typical scenario of WBSN application.

In typical WBAN applications, the distance between node and gateway is less than 3 meters and output power for transmitter is less than 1 mW. Sensor node is composed of sensing section, analog to digital converter (ADC), digital processor, and transceiver. Sensor node must be small to limit the required source energy. Since the transceiver is a block with higher power consumption, the design of an RF transceiver is challenging for the WBSN sensor node.

Low power digital communication systems typically use simple binary modulation schemes such as ON-OFF keying (OOK), binary frequency shift keying (BFSK), or binary phase shift keying (BPSK). The choice of modulation scheme determines the architecture of the transceiver. The OOK offers the low power solution because demodulation does not require an accurate reference signal. Although an OOK modulation system can consume extremely low power in receiver section, it is seldom used due to low data rates associated with long settling times and increased sensitivity to interferers [5-9]. FSK modulation is preferred for transceiver because of its better noise immunity. The injection-locked technique is used in receiver section which results in reduced dc power.

In most reported papers, figure of merit for transmitter is that how much energy is consumed for sending one bit assuming that error did not occur in data transmission. Conventional FOM does not take the transmit power into account. Transmitters that have a higher output power normally consume more dc power, which is a disadvantage. Through this work, an alternative FOM is used, denoted FOMTX, which normalizes the energy efficiency (FOM) to the output power, $P_{out}$.

$$\text{FOM}_{TX} = \frac{DC \text{ power (mW)}}{(\text{data rate} \times \text{Pout (mW)})} \quad (1)$$

$\text{FOM}_{TX}$ has been used as a better factor to compare the low power transmitters [7-8]. $\text{FOM}_{TX}$ has units of J/(bit×W). High data rate wireless connectivity is required for applications like capsule endoscopy or multichannel biosensor recording. In order to maximize the life time, data rate and dc power must be respectively high and low.

Transmitter and receiver architectures with high energy efficiency are proposed to achieve high data rate with low power consumption. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the basic operation of the receiver and its blocks. Section 3 describes blocks of transmitter. Simulation results are presented in section 4. Finally, section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Receiver structure

In the designed receiver, BFSK modulation scheme is utilized, in which binary "1" is represented by frequency $f_1$ and binary "0" is represented by frequency $f_2$. The transceiver adopts simple circuitry structure to save power. The receiver is composed of several major building blocks: the LO generation, ADC, envelop detector and the LNA and transmitter section composed of oscillator and power amplifier. The block diagram receiver is represented by Fig. 2.

2.1. Injection-lock Receiver

The performance of the oscillator at $\omega_0$ frequency is presented in paper [11]. When a periodic waveform at a frequency near $\omega_0$ is injected to the oscillator, if frequency of injection signal differs from frequency of oscillator, the tank of oscillator needs to contribute phase shift. The circuit of Fig.3 exhibits a phase shift.
\[ \theta = \frac{\pi}{2} - \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{L \omega}{R_p} - \frac{\omega_n^2}{\omega_n^2 - \omega^2} \right) \]

Since \( \omega_n^2 - \omega^2 \approx 2\omega (\omega_0 - \omega) \), \( L / R_p = 1 / Q \), with \( \pi / 2 - \tan^{-1} \left( 1 / \omega_n^2 \right) \), we have:

\[ \tan \theta \approx \frac{2Q}{\omega_n^2} (\omega_0 - \omega) \]

If the input contains phase modulation, the phase shift can be obtained by replacing \( \omega \) in Equation 3 with the instantaneous input frequency, \( \omega + \frac{d\phi}{dt} \):

\[ \tan \theta \approx \frac{2Q}{\omega_n^2} (\omega_0 - \omega - \frac{d\phi}{dt}) \]

Consider the feedback oscillator system shown in Fig 3(a), where the injection is modeled as an additive input. The output is represented by a phase-modulated signal having a carrier frequency of \( \omega_{inj} \). The output is equal to:

\[ V_o = V_{inj} \cos(\omega_{inj} t + \theta) + V_{osc,p} \cos(\omega_{osc,p} t + \theta) \cos(\omega_{inj} t + \theta) \]

In the above equation, \( V_{inj} \) is amplitude of injection signal and \( V_{osc,p} \) is amplitude of output and \( \theta \) is the phase difference between the input and output.

Factoring \( (V_{inj} + V_{osc,p}) \cos \theta \) from Equation 5 and defining:

\[ \tan \varphi = \frac{V_{osc,p} \sin \theta}{V_{inj} + V_{osc,p} \cos \theta} \]

rewriting Equation 5 as follows:

\[ V_o = V_{inj} \cos(\omega_{inj} t + \varphi) \]

With consideration that amplitude of the injection signal is smaller than the amplitude of output signal and also, the following relationships,

\[ \cos \varphi = \sqrt{1 + \tan^2 \varphi} \]

\[ \cos \varphi \approx \left( V_{inj} + V_{osc,p} \cos \theta \right) / \sqrt{V_{inj}^2 + 2V_{osc,p}^2 \cos \theta} \]

output voltage is developed as:

\[ V_o = V_{osc,p} \cos(\omega_{osc,p} t + \varphi) \]

Upon traveling through the LC tank, this signal experiences a phase shift given by (7):

\[ V_{osc} = V_{osc,p} \cos \left( \omega_{osc,p} t + \varphi + \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{2Q}{\omega_n} (\omega_0 - \omega_n - \frac{d\phi}{dt}) \right) \right) \]

Equating Equation 10 with \( V_{osc,p} \cos(\omega_{inj} t + \theta) \), we obtained:

\[ \theta = \varphi + \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{2Q}{\omega_n} (\omega_0 - \omega_n - \frac{d\phi}{dt}) \right) \]

From Equation 6 we get:

By having,

\[ d\theta = \frac{d\phi}{dt} \]

\[ \tan(\theta - \phi) = \frac{V_{osc,p} \sin \theta}{V_{inj} + V_{osc,p} \cos \theta} \approx \frac{V_{osc,p} \sin \theta}{V_{osc,p}} \]

Therefore, from Eqs. (11)–(13), we achieve:

\[ \frac{d\phi}{dt} = \frac{\omega_n - \omega_{inj}}{2Q} \frac{V_{inj}}{V_{osc,p}} \sin \theta \]

For the oscillator to lock to the input, the phase difference should not change so \( d\theta / dt \) is zero.

\[ \omega_n - \omega_{inj} \leq \frac{\omega_n}{2Q} V_{osc,p} \]

where \( \omega_n \) is locking bandwidth and \( \omega_0 \) is operating frequency, and \( Q \) is the quality factor of oscillator [12]. For example, in this application, the receiver’s oscillator has a free-running differential peak-to-peak swing of 1.2V with quality factor of 10 and resonation at 910 MHz, the injected signal into the oscillator will have 50 mVp-p swing. The lock range \( \omega_n \) is 2.25 MHz.

![Fig.3. Output amplitude of Injection Lock Oscillator (ILO) with respect to incident frequency in the lock range[10].](image-url)
amplifying, also, the cascode transistor M2 is used to isolate antenna from load. As shown in Fig.3, the capacitor C3 serves as a dc block. For tuning the overall gain of LNA block, an inverter with resistive feedback has been used. In the proposed transceiver, the designed LNA has 280 $\mu$W dc power and -30 dB $S_{11}$. To maintain operating frequency range of receiver with minimum input power, the LNA gain should be high enough. The proposed LNA has 40 dB variable voltage gain which can be adjusted by 4 digital signals. Finally, the output voltage of LNA is injected to current source of the oscillator.

2.3. Injection locked oscillator

Injection locked oscillator is the block playing a key role in the proposed receiver. A schematic of proposed injection locked Colpitts oscillator is illustrated in Fig.4. The Colpitts oscillator uses a pair of capacitors to produce the regenerative feedback necessary for oscillation. The amplifier output is developed across C1, and feedback voltage is developed across C2. The voltage across C2 is 180 degrees out of phase with the voltage across C1, thus feedback is regenerative. The incident signal is injected on the gate terminal of transistor M2.

2.4. Envelop detector and one bit-ADC

The envelop detector composed of one transistor with diode connection, resistor, and capacitance. The resistor and capacitor act as a low pass filter. The circuitry of envelop detector is shown in Fig.5. The envelop detector noise has a negligible effect on noise figure of the receiver. The amplitude of envelop detector is detectable [13]. In the following envelop detector, the common source amplifier is used. The envelop detector and common source are used to convert amplitude-modulated signal to DC baseband signal. The output signal of envelop detector section converted to 1 bit data with an ADC.

3. Transmitter section

Fig.6 illustrates the schematic of the transmitter. Major blocks of the transmitter are oscillator and power amplifier. The 5 Mbps modulated FSK signal with constant envelope is generated by the transmitter.

3.1. Oscillator

In the proposed transmitter, the Colpitts oscillator is used to generate carrier frequency. To decrease area, the Colpitts oscillator of the receiver is reused in the transmitter. In the Colpitts oscillator, the transistor M2 of gate terminal oscillates at frequency $\omega_0$. This frequency is equal to the frequency of output voltage. In the LC oscillator, this resonance frequency is as output voltage frequency. As a result, the injection signal frequency is not different from oscillator frequency. That is suitable for design of high efficiency transmitter. As shown in Fig.4, the digital controlled oscillator (DCO) can be tuned by 8-bit capacitor bank. The oscillator has -164 dBc/Hz phase noise, while consuming 404 $\mu$A from 0.7 V power supply.
3.2. Power amplifier

To transmit the modulated signal, in the proposed transceiver, power amplifier reported in [14-16] has been used. Reported topologies for WSN applications are invariably non-linear to achieve the best efficiency. Tuned circuits are employed in the output matching circuitry to block the non-linear products at the harmonic frequencies. Switched power amplifier like inverter with or without a current source as reported in [14-17], exhibits good efficiency since the conduction angle is very low. Also, termed as push-pull topology, it maximizes $g_{m}/I_D$ as the effective $g_m$ is doubled, as it is the sum of PMOS and NMOS reusing the current. Efficiency of power amplifier is output power versus dc power $P_{OA}$.

The proposed power amplifier has two transistors from $V_{dd}$ to ground thus minimum $V_{dd}$ required is $(V_{GS}+V_{DSAT})$, and hence is suitable for low supply voltage applications. While the proposed structure for power amplifier has good efficiency for OOK modulation, it suffers from poor isolation from output to input. Variations in the load impedance due to component variations, affects the input impedance, input swing, gain, dynamic current consumption, and the frequency of the oscillator due to pulling. We have designed this structure as shown in Fig.7. In this PA, the matching block is implemented on-chip.

![Fig. 8. The circuitry of power amplifier](image)

Table. 1. Summary of the proposed transceiver’s characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Power supply</td>
<td>0.7 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology</td>
<td>0.18 μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modulation</td>
<td>BFSK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Data Rate</td>
<td>5 Mb/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrier Frequency</td>
<td>910 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power consumption TX (mW)</td>
<td>1.037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power consumption RX (mW)</td>
<td>0.570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output Power (mW)</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Results

The proposed transceiver has been designed on a 0.18 μm RFCMOS process. The oscillator has a 910 MHz output signal with minimum 0.4 V swing. In Table1, a summary of proposed transceiver’s characteristics is represented. Fig. 9 shows that the oscillator has -164 dBc/Hz phase noise while consuming 404 μA from 0.7 V power supply. In Fig. 10, waveform of received signal pattern and output envelop detector are shown with "1010" data message and 5 Mbps data rate. The 912 MHz and 912.6 MHz are used for sending "0" and "1". The difference in enveloping voltage of envelop detector in "0" and "1" is 5 mV. The oscillator consumes 0.26 mA from the 0.7 V power supply.

The output power of transmitter is -6.2 dBm with 50 ohm load with TX efficiency of 23%. Fig. 11 shows the efficiency of TX and PA with output level. For changing output power $V_{ctrl}$ and $I_{bias}$, current source oscillator is used. As shown in Fig.11, the efficiency of TX is decreased with the decrease output level. For changing output level, $I_{bias}$ ($I_{bias}$ current of oscillator) is better than $V_{ctrl}$ ($V_{ctrl}$ is power supply of power amplifier).

Fig.12 plots the DCO frequency with digital control signals. The DCO frequency can be tuned to a desired frequency over the range of 908 to 919 MHz. In fine calibration, frequency steps are nonlinear. The accuracy of DCO is maximum 100 kHz per one bit and also, for some steps, step of altering frequency is under 100 KHz. With 5 Mbps data rate and 8 bit control signal the required time for calibration is 50 μs. This calibration time is suitable in WBSN [15-16].

The performance comparison with other low power transmitters is shown in Table 2. Proposed transmitter FOM is 864 pJ/(bit×mw). All elements of the proposed transceiver are on chip elements except the inductor of the oscillator. If all inductors are designed off chip (High Q), the FOM of the transceiver will be better than the proposed transceiver. But the proposed transceiver consumes smaller area with favorable performance. Fig.14 shows spectrum output transmitter for 910 MHz fundamental harmonic and -6 dBm output power.
5. Conclusion

A highly efficient BFSK transmitter has been proposed for wireless body sensor network. FOM_{TX} is 864 pJ/(bit×mW). The proposed receiver employs injection lock technique which decreases DC power of the receiver. In the proposed transceiver, Colpitts oscillator has been used to generate RF carrier. In the Colpitts oscillator the output of the oscillator and injection node have the same frequency that improves the efficiency of TX. All elements of the proposed transceiver are on chip elements except the inductor of the oscillator.
Table 2. Performance comparison of transceivers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref.</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>19</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>This work</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F_BF (GHz)</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tech. (μm)</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DR(Mbps)</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mod.</td>
<td>FSK</td>
<td>FSK</td>
<td>BFSK</td>
<td>BFSK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sen. (dBm)</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>-70</td>
<td>-73</td>
<td>-70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P. Supply (V)</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pdc_RX (mW)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pdc_TX (mW)</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1.037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Out. Pow. (mW)</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOM_{TX} (nJ/(bit*mW))</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOM_{max} (pJ/bit)</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>1960</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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